
Two levels interchange format in XML for Petri Nets and othergraph-based formalismsAndrea Valente,Marco Gribaudovalente@di.unito.it , marcog@di.unito.itDipartimento di Informatica,Universita' di Torino,Corso Svizzera 185/BApril 14, 2000AbstractA two levels data-de�nition language (DDL), whichcan be used to model Petri Nets and other graphbased model speci�cation formalisms is presented. Inparticular, formalisms are considered as graph andare described by the set of the legal type of elementsthat can be used to build their models, and by theconstraints that model elements must satisfy. Eitherthe formalisms and the models are expressed usingXML interchange format.1 IntroductionWe introduce a data description language suitablefor rapid speci�cation of di�erent class of formalismthat can be used to describe Petri Nets and othergraph-based formalisms such as queueing networksand Markov chains. Two of the most interesting as-pects of the proposed approach, is the possibility tode�ne new formalisms extending previously de�nedones (which can be particularly useful in de�ningPetri Nets dialects), and the ability of de�ning mod-els in a hierchical way.

2 A two levels languageIn this paper the term formalism refers to a set ofrules that de�ne a particular language, with wellspeci�ed syntax and semantics, that can be used de-scribe abstraction of real systems (such as Petri Net,Generalised Stochastic Petri Nets ??, Coloured PetriNets, etc...). We call model the description of a par-ticular system in a given formalism.The data description language (DDL for short) con-sists of two levels: the higher level is for formalismspeci�cation and the lower level is for model speci�-cation.Once a formalism is described, models can be builton it and other software component may use them toperform the required computations.The formalisms used in system analysis are usuallygrouped in families and in many cases they form tax-onomies, so we give class-like behaviour to the for-malisms: they can inherit from others and specifynew features, not present in their parents. In orderto simplify constraint checking during model building(real-time checking), formalisms are described onlyfrom a structural (syntactical) point of view, leavingto the other software components almost every se-mantic check. Therefore all the semantic knowledgeon models must be embedded into the various soft-ware components that reads the models; they must1



be developed ad hoc for models a speci�c formalism(or a class of them).Models in our data language are graphs. Everymodel is basically de�ned by a set of nodes and edges;since we permit the building of hierarchies of graph(see [1]), a model also have a set (possibly empty)of sub-models. For this reason graphs became themain abstract data type (or ADT) of our descriptionlanguage, and in particular we need to model andmanipulate hierarchical graphs with labels both onedges and vertexes.3 The DDL in more detailsIn the DDL, a formalism is a set of element-typesthat de�nes what entities will be used to build mod-els, edge and nodes. In standard Petri Nets these areplaces, transitions and arcs (input, output and in-hibitor) As we have only two basic kind of elements(i.e. nodes and edges) in our models, we use node-type and edge-type for them, considering these typesas subtypes of element-type. An element-type spec-ify the properties of an element of a model, and eachproperty is basically a record-�eld containing a stringvalue; properties also have a default value, used toinitialise them.In each formalism there is a �xed semantics for ele-ments, and as we wanted few semantics issues treatedat formalism-description level, only simple (struc-tural) constraints are expressed, to specify whatnode-types can be linked by the various edge-types.In the standard Petri Nets formalism, we need tode�ne two di�erent sort of nodes (node-types), i.e.places having the property tokens, with default zero,and transitions. There are also three types of edges,called input, output and inhibitor arcs. The arcs ofthe �rst and third type connects places to transitions,while output arcs are only legal if they start from atransition and end to a place. When creating a newmodel of a system it is useful to divided it in sub-models (describing subsystems), or to compose it bycloning a prototype model of a general system, thento change parts of it. Many e�cient solution andapproximation algorithms used for Petri Nets anal-ysis rely on the hierchical de�nition of the models.

We allow the creation of hierarchies of models, andwe choose to have no special top-level model. Sub-models are not treated as a special kind of nodes:models are explicitly composed to form a hierarchy.In order to control how model composition can beused, every element of a model has a property calledvisible with default false, that can be used to �xwhich parts of a model will be exported, so to de-�ne its interface. In this way a graph containing asub-model can be authorised to access only speci�ednodes (or edges) of the nested graph, and linking onlythe visible ones to its own; in order to manipulate el-ements of sub-model a path-name is used.Graphs representing models of a formalism mustsatisfy structural constraints, because only speci�cconnections between elements are legal: e.g. Placescan be connected only with transitions.In order to restrict the domain of possible graphs le-gal for a given formalism, we simply state constraintson the use of edges, i.e. each edge-type has a list ofpossible constraints. While node-types only specifywhat properties will be used in nodes of that kind,edge-types also say what type of elements can belinked together, and in this way they embody allstructural knowledge we admit to put in a formal-ism: they contain the only semantical informationsabout models in the DDL. In our data language amodel is instantiated from a formalism, nodes are cre-ated and their properties set, then edges are addedto connect them; all elements of models, both nodesand edges have hierarchical types, and constraints onthese types are present in every formalism.Let's recall that the degree of a node of a graph isthe total number of edges starting or ending on thisnode, so positive degree (or negative) is the numberof edges leaving the node (or entering it). Since ina formalism edges can start and arrive at every el-ement (e.g. an arc that links two whole models, oran arc linking two other arcs), we extend the conceptof degree to any elements. Moreover our constraintsare related to a speci�c edge-type, so stating thatedge-type X has a constraint like:X : tn ! rmwe do not refer to positive or negative degrees ofnodes (or elements), but to degrees relative to type2



X.The degree of an element e, relative to a type ofedge � , is then the total number of edges of type �starting or ending on e, and we write it this way:degree(e)� = degree(e)+� + degree(e)��where degree(e)+� is the positive degree of element erelative to edge-type � , and degree(e)�� is the nega-tive one.This machinery for constraint de�nition mixes withhierarchical types of elements, so the constraint ex-pressed above will be matched by every couple of el-ements with types a and b, such that the followingrelations:� a is an instance of element-type t� b is an instance of element-type r� degree(a)+X � n� degree(b)�X � mare all veri�ed. If n or m is in�nity then no con-straints on (positive or negative) degree is present.Even if in Petri Net de�nition these features are usu-ally not required, constraint with degrees can be use-ful to de�ne other formalism such as Fault Tree.The standard procedure for performing analysis ona speci�c model (in our DDL) requires that:� the formalism is described with a DDL speci�ca-tion, i.e. types for nodes and edges, their kind ofproperties and some constraints to �x the sub-set of models (hierarchical graphs) legal in thisformalism,� a model is created as an instance of a formalism,nodes and edges are added, according with con-straints and property speci�cations, sub-modelscan be taken from a repository, then plugged andlinked to the new one,� some special software (coded for that formalism)receives the model and compute various analy-sis on it, possibly changes property values andrelations among elements.

4 XML interchange formatXML can be used to describe both the formalismsand the models. The presence of the two levels isvery close to the idea of schema, that is an improve-ment of document type de�nition (or DTD). Schemasdescribe data, but they provide a way to specify thedatatype of that data; they are also valid XML doc-uments, and can be used like any other XML doc-uments. It is possible to parse a schema documentusing an XML parser, and also to perform transfor-mations on a Schema using XSL.Here the formalism-de�nition level will be mappedinto a family of schemas, so that a formalism be-came a speci�c XML schema, hierarchically linked toothers, with tags specifying the set of legal element-types (i.e. node-types and edge-types) for this for-malism. Each element-type should be a record spec-ifying all properties possessed by an element of thattype, and for edge-types a set of constraints must alsobe present, each having the form stated in the pre-vious section. New formalisms can be introduced byde�ning new schemas of this family.Models are XML documents of a certain schema,containing the actual elements, nodes, edges and sub-models; each element is a record with actual valuesfor every property �xed in its element-type.Light-weighted manipulations on models (ex-pressed by XML document) can be performed simplyby style-sheets (XSL documents), while more com-putational intensive operations should be coded intoJava/C++ applications.Interactive simulations on Petri Nets for examplecan be made by iteration of an XSL document thatchanges the value of the tag tokens through an XMLdocument, representing a Petri Net.Obtaining di�erent views of the same model, ortranslating a model of a given formalism into anotherone (e.g. extracting the reachability graph from aPetri Net), are other applications of XSL, while com-putation of invariants or performance measures inGeneralized Stochastic Petri Nets requires the pres-ence of a suitable application.3
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ReleaseResourceFigure 1: Shared resource Petri Net model.5 An exampleConsider for example the Petri Net represented inFigure 1, which models a simple shared resource sys-tem. This is described with two XML �les: the �rstrepresenting common Petri Nets formalism (which isrequired by all Petri Net models), and the second rep-resenting the Shared Resource model itself. Petri Netformalismcan be described by the followingXML �le:<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><formalism parent="" name="Petri Nets"><propertyType parent="" name="Title"default="A Petri net"/><nodeType parent="" name="Place"><propertyType name="Tokens"default="0"/></nodeType><nodeType parent="" name="Transition"/><edgeType parent="" name="InputArc"><constraintfromType="Place"fromCardinality=""toType="Transition"toCardinality=""/><propertyType name="weight"default="1"/></edgeType><edgeType parent="" name="OutputArc"><constraintfromType="Transition"fromCardinality=""toType="Place"toCardinality=""/>

<propertyType name="weight"default="1"/></edgeType><edgeType parent="" name="InhibitorArc">....</edgeType></formalism>While the model of Figure 1 is described by anXML �le like the following:<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><Model parent="" name="SharedResource"type="Petri Nets"typeURL="PetriNetFormalsim.xml"><property name="Titolo"value="Shared Resource"/><node type="Place" name="Waiting"><property name="Tokens" value="10"/><property name="Visiblity" value="true"/></node><node type="Transition" name="GetResource"><property name="Visiblity" value="true"/></node>....<edge type="InputArc" name="a1"><property name="from" value="Waiting"/><property name="to" value="GetResource"/><property name="Visiblity" value="true"/></edge><edge type="OutputArc" name="a2"><property name="from" value="GetResource"/><property name="to" value="Working"/><property name="Visiblity" value="true"/></edge>....</Model>The XML �le for the formalism�x that a Petri Nethas two kind of nodes and three kind of edges. The�le starts with a tag called formalism with attributesparent (used to specify a formalismmore general thenthe one under speci�cation, by which this inherits,i.e. we have a hierarchy of formalisms) and name;4



Petri Nets, in this de�nition derive from no formal-ism. Then a propertyType tag is found, that speci�esa property that every Petri Net must have: the nameof this property is "Title" and the default value is "APetri net". Note that also properties have a (possi-ble) parent, so to create a hierarchy.A tag nodeType �x the structure of an elementof kind node; in the example there is the nodeType"Place", with property "Tokens", whose default valueis "0", and another one called "Transition" with noproperties. These are the only two possible kind ofnodes that a model of this formalism will be allowedto use. In the same way are de�ned tags edgeType:there are three of them, called "InputArc", "Out-putArc" and "InhibitorArc". The InputArc has aconstraint tag (an element, in the XML terminol-ogy) stating that an arc of this kind can only linka node of nodeType "Place" to another of nodeType"Transition"; note that there are two attributes re-lated to the cardinality of the starting and arrivingnode, fromCardinality and toCardinality, but herethey are empty, denoting that there are no restric-tions for this edgeType (see section 3 for the generalstructure of a constraint). A property is described forthis edgeType, called "weight", with default "1". ForedgeType "OutputArc" we have the same structure,but the constraint is inverted, to reect the way inwhich places and transitions are connected in PetriNets. Similar arguments can be applyed to the lastedgeType called "InhibitorArc".The other XML �le represents a model of the PetriNet formalism de�ned above, as stated in the at-tribute type of the main tag (i.e. Model) The type isspeci�ed by both the name of the formalism(with theattribute type set to "Petri Nets") and the URL (uni-versal resource locator) of the XML �les that describeit (with the attribute typeURL set to "PetriNetFor-malsim.xml"). For this reason all nodes and edgesde�ned in this XML �le must respect the element-types given in the XML �le for the formalism: Asthis model can be part of a more complex one, anattribute parent is provided, to link the XML �le ofa possible parent model (not used in this example).The �rst tag property �xes the value of the attributename to "Shared Resource". The second is a nodetag, stating that the node with name "Waiting" is

of nodeType "Place" and has two properties, "To-kens" and "Visibility", with value "10" and "true".Note that Visibility property has not been describedin the formalism, because it is automatically presentin every element-type (nodeType and edgeType), andit is related to the scope of nested models (see Sec-tion 3 about exporting the visibility of sub-elements).The same kind of tag de�nes a node called "GetRe-source", of nodeType "Transition" without proper-ties, as de�ned in the formalism. More interesting isthe structure of an edge tag: the �rst describes anarc of type "InputArc", called "a1"; the properties"from" and "to" state that this edge connects thenode called "Waiting" with the one called "GetRe-source". It is easy to check that these are of type"Place" and "Transition", so the constraint de�nedin the formalism holds. The same considerations aretrue for the edge "a2", of type "OutputArc". All el-ements of this model are visible from outside (i.e. itwill be possible to manipulate them when using thismodel as a part of a more complex one).6 ConclusionsWe propose of an interchange XML format for graph-based models derived from a DDL, that is capable ofdescribing not only Petri Nets, but a wide class of hi-erarchical graph-based formalisms and their models.Due to the two levels structure of the DDL, it seemsalso quite natural to adapt it to XML (and XMLschemas), and to use XSL to implement light weightapplications. Given that XML works well with Javaand C++ (because parsers have already been devel-oped and freely accessible on the Internet), it willbe easy to convert existing heavy-duty solution pro-grams to import and export this XML format.References[1] J. Tapken. Implementing hierarchical graph-structures. LNCS 1577, pages 283{295, 1999.[2] M. A. Marsan, G. Balbo, G. Conte, S. Donatelli,and G. Franceschinis. Modelling with GeneralizedStochastic Petri Nets. John Wiley & Sons, 1995.5


